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Automating secondary motion on character rigs to reduce animation time and enhance character 

personality 

 

Ayan Akbar 

 

November 2013 

 

Secondary motion in animation is the action caused by the primary motion of the character. My thesis will 

explore different ways to automate these actions to enhance character’s personality. Research would be 

mainly directed towards finding efficient techniques to deal with secondary motion related to jiggle 

deformations on skin and motion similar to that of a tail and a fin. The primary goal of my thesis is to 

develop a tool which not only incorporates researched secondary movements on rigs but also makes 

production pipelines more efficient. A simple user interface will help students to easily apply secondary 

motion on their rigs and also give them the flexibility to tweak results according to their character’s 

personality. Outcomes of my research will be demonstrated in the form of a visual piece titled Suspended.
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CHAPTER I 

MOTIVATION 

Animation is an imaginary world in which every element needs to be carefully observed and animated to 

look believable. It can be the main character itself, or a small prop like a tree or a flag in the environment. 

In animation it can be very easy for the audience to get distracted if things are not behaving like they are 

supposed to. To achieve a believable performance the character should have some type of motion even in 

a situation of a complete halt. Even in scenarios where there is no character performance, there should be 

some visible movement present on the elements existing in the screen. In the real world most things have 

some motion associated with them, electric wires, tress, flags are some examples. Such type of motion 

can be defined as secondary motion.  In the process of making an animated sequence, everything needs to 

be built and animated from scratch. Everything in a scene needs to behave similar to how it would behave 

in the real world, to keep the audience engrossed. Animators usually understand this and spend a lot of 

time enlivening secondary movement on characters and props to bring more personality to their acting 

and more believability to their scene. For a character which has a long tail or hair, the animator would 

need to key frame it’s every movement. This means a lot of time would be required in animating things 

which are not an important aspect of character animation. 

With advancements in technology, we have more liberty to use distinctive techniques derived from 

dynamics, simulation and scripting which can help us automate some of these secondary movements. 

Some of the most common implementation of these secondary techniques can be on a character’s 

clothing, hair, tail or ears. Unfortunately not all animators are familiar with these techniques and usually 

feel hesitant to use simulation to help them automate secondary motion in their scene. This is usually 

because most of these techniques require a fair amount of research and knowledge for its implementation. 

A lot of these common functionalities can be automated and made simple to use and implement, so a lot 

of production time can be saved. This also means a lot repetition in animation can be automated, thus 

reducing production time. 
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CHAPTER II 

VISUAL COMPONENT 

 

Suspended is a film about an overweight character Philippe, named after the famous rope walker Philippe 

petit. The film is a short satirical comedy in which Philippe is a performer at a Circus and is forced to do 

the impossible task of walking on a tight rope suspended high on top of the mountains. The character’s 

physique counters the situation he is in. His struggle to maintain balance on a rope creates an interesting 

mix of primary along with overlapping action.  

Philippe exhibits secondary motion mainly from his cape and belly. The secondary motion on him is not 

just dependent on the properties of his clothing or his physical weight, but it is also about the style and 

pace of his motion. His movements changes within every scene, which means his secondary motion also 

needs to be tweaked accordingly. The automation of some of these properties in the form of a user 

interface makes it possible for the changes to take place quickly and with more predictability. 

The environment contains various elements like the tent, ropes, flags and trees which needs to have 

secondary motion applied to them. This meant that dynamics needed to be applied to all of these elements 

individually to really make the scene appealing and believable. It is also important to understand and 

compare the time and effort it would require to achieve similar results in a scenario which had to be 

animated manually.  
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CHAPTER III 

SECONDARY MOTION AND ANIMATION PRINCIPLES 

 

The twelve principles of Animation were developed by Disney’s “nine old men”, who became the fathers 

of animation. The main intention of these principles was to improve believability and quality of 

animation. They believed that animation is not just reality duplicated in the form of art, it is much more. It 

is the art of turning lifeless things into something which breaths life and can express emotions.1 Various 

techniques for achieving secondary motion for realistic characters are provided by today’s software which 

are completely based on physics and reality. But what about secondary motion on stylized characters? Or 

something which is not really bound by the laws of physics? Before these questions can be answered it is 

important to completely understand the basic principles of animation. 

 

A. Time and Spacing 

One of the most important principles of animation is Time and Spacing. According to Richard Williams a 

well-known animators from the animation industry, explains that slight variations in timing and spacing 

can bring great personality to characters. Every animator can bring different personalities to the same 

animation by slightly varying the Timing and Spacing.2 What he meant by that is just as no two 

personalities are the same; similarly no two animators are the same. Since there are no hard and fast rules 

of animating, even if all animators work on the same animation, their look and feel would be completely 

unique. This means that the secondary motion on the character should be dependent on elements like the 

style of animation and the animator’s artistic appeal. Three Little pigs from the Disney cartoon Silly 

                                                            
1 (Kanfer 1997) 
2 (Williams 2011) 
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Symphony is a good example, where three pigs which look exactly the same but have completely different 

personalities.3 

3D animation software’s give us a lot of flexibility when it comes to automating a lot of these 

movements, especially secondary motion. Software like Autodesk Maya provides us with many variables 

which we can alter to suit the type of animation.  Flow of hair, movement of body fat and sail on a sail 

boat are a few examples where these techniques can be used to achieve very desirable results.  

 

 

Figure.1 Silly Symphony (1933) 

 

B. Exaggeration 

Exaggeration is one more important principle which governs the style of animation and how flexible the 

animation is going to be. Warner Brothers Looney Tunes series is a great example of hyper exaggeration. 

Characters like Daffy Duck and Bugs Bunny were extremely flexible and yet also believable. 3D software 

today provides various dynamics based techniques which can be utilized to achieve such exaggeration on 

three dimensional characters. A lot of these secondary movement on characters and props can be 

automated but require an artistic eye to decide if they look convincing. 

 

                                                            
3 (Solomon 1994) 
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C. Believability: 

What makes something believable? What are the limitations of believability when it comes to animation? 

These are some questions one needs to explore when it comes to mimicking things like body jiggle, 

movement of tail and fin on cartoony characters. Harold Clurman, a theatre historian, phrases animation 

as “lies like truth, twenty four of them sliding past the projector gate.” He means that animation is there to 

make the unbelievable believable and to make the unrealistic appear as something which exists and 

breathes life. Animation is the world where natural laws have no authority. It’s where a cat can break into 

a hundred different cats and then merge back together as one. It’s where men and mice can fly without 

wings and birds can outrun jets.4 It is the world of imagination with unrealistic scenarios. Like all things 

animation has boundaries. Even though impossible, the mice still need to act like mice and the cat still 

needs to run like a cat. It is about convincing the audience that a balance needs to be maintained between 

what is being shown and how it is being shown. A perfect blend of both these properties, results in a 

believable performance.  

 Animation industry has developed many famous character like Mickey mouse, Donald duck, Shrek, 

Woody and Wall-E, all of which we know don’t really exist but yet seem real and believable. They have 

personalities which are perceived by us as of someone who exists.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
4 (Kanfer 1997) 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRODUCTION 

 

A. Resources in production: 

Production can be considered as the backbone of any story, as it covers all aspects of filmmaking. It is 

like a blueprint of a building, without which there would not be any vision or plan.5 Production pipeline is 

mainly required to support smooth operation of the workflow among artists. This ultimately leads to a 

profitable output, leading to the film’s success. In a studio environment the resources are very different 

from what one might find in a college environment. The studio usually has a huge budget and sponsors; 

fulltime specialists exist in a studio to deal with specific problems; dedicated resources like render 

servers, research and development departments are a big influence on shaping a successful projects; 

custom software are researched and developed to fit the pipeline; experience from previous projects also 

contributes to a stable pipeline and a better resource hive. 

In a college environment the resources available are very limited and not everyone is experienced with the 

production workflow. There is hardly any financial backup and all students share the same resources for 

different projects within the same environment. Inexperience in film direction can also be a big factor 

when it comes to quality and efficiency. All these factors lead to a very unstable production pipeline. This 

means sooner or later compromises are made with respect to the quality of the film. Under pressure, the 

first thing the director tends to get rid of is something which is not of the top most priority, Secondary 

motion on characters and props being one of them. Movement of hair, the body, trees, etc. are all not the 

most important thing when finishing a film but are one of the main factors that add believability to a 

scene. 

                                                            
5 (Beane n.d.) 
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To understand this problem further a basic set of questions were presented as a survey to a few student 

directors from Savannah College of Art and Design, and some very interesting suggestions surfaced.  

According to the research:6 

• More time should be available to students, in order to finish their films and keep quality control. 

• Help and guidance should be provided to students at an early stage of education to determine ones 

field of interest and specialization so they can start working on production from an early stage. 

• It should be compulsory for students in junior year to work on a senior or graduate film. This way 

there are more resources available and students have greater exposure outside of classrooms. 

• Thesis films and collaborative films should be made flexible such that there can be multiple 

directors instead of just one person. This way responsibility and pressure can be distributed. 

• Faculty should publicize struggling films and substitute assignments for production work, so that 

films will receive more resources and students get more time to work on films. 

 

B. Finance in production: 

Financial limitations are part of any production pipeline. All studios usually have a finance department 

which takes care of the company’s expenditure. The work force is paid and in most cases consists of full 

time employees.  

At college production level, some amount of money is required for equipment, publicity, render farms and 

submissions to film festivals. Due to unavailability of these funds, student films solely depend on college 

resources. These resources are shared by all students and lead to delay in production in most cases. Since 

most of the crew members are students themselves, are not paid employees and are engrossed in their 

respective films and classes, full time dedication cannot be expected. All these factors lead to a very 

unstable pipeline. 

                                                            
6 (Akbar 2013) 
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Production problems along with time crunch eventually affects the quality of a film. Things like 

secondary motion, hair/cloth simulation are avoided by students due to unavailability of resources and 

lack of time.  Though these factors are not compulsory, they do make a great difference in the quality of 

animation and its believability. But if this important aspect of pipeline can be automated, it would 

definitely help animation filmmakers apply secondary motions on their characters efficiently. 
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CHAPTER V 

TOOL RESEARCH 

 

‘Jiggle Box’ is divided into two main functionalities; to apply jiggle motion on a character and to create a 

tentacle rig with dynamics. The tool requires basic functional research, which involves the understanding 

of how jiggle and tentacle motion would works. The following sections explore different aspect of each 

type of motion.  

 

A. Jiggle functionality research 

1. Jiggle Deformation 

The quick or slow motion of skin and flesh from left to right is defined as a jiggle. Though this may be 

the scientific definition of the deformation, in animation context, it does not need to involve skin and 

flesh particularly. Chalooby from the film Monsters Inc. does not have either skin or flesh but has a jelly 

like body which would definitely involve some amount of jiggle properties. So any material which 

exhibits properties similar to a jelly would have jiggle deformation requirement. The amount of motion 

depends on the density of material and also on the motion of the character. The movement in the belly of 

Po from Kung Fu Panda would be different from the belly movement on James Sullivan from Monsters 

Inc. 

Just as jiggle is dependent on the material, it is also dependent on the part of the body. The fat belly 

movement properties would differ from the motion of chin or legs.  

 

2. Style of Animation: 

One more very important variable to consider while thinking of Jiggle deformation is the type of 

animation. Realistic, Semi-Stylized and Stylized characters would have very different requirements to 
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achieve a believable performance.  To automate something which requires variation on so many levels 

requires independent research, more specifically research on what technique to use for achieving jiggle on 

3D mesh and what data would be idle for each style. 

 

Figure.2: a) The Hobbit                   b) Tin Tin   c) Kung Fu Panda 

 

a. Realistic Jiggle motion: 

Realistic jiggle motion can be related more to live action film than animated film. Which 

means the need of secondary motion in the visual effects industry or even game industry 

would be equally beneficial. The Great Goblin king from the movie The Hobbit is a great 

example of a character which required jiggle motion for a believable performance.   

 

b. Semi Realistic Jiggle motion: 

Tin Tin is a good example of something which might fall under the semi-stylized 

character. The characters are stylized and use motion capture techniques to give it a 

realistic feel of animation. The jiggle in such style of animation is little more flexible than 

something which is realistic.  More than the use of Mo-cap for such a style, the look and 

feel of the character demands something which is more flexibility in its movement.  
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c. Stylized jiggle motion: 

This is the most obvious choice when we think of jiggle motion in animation, as in this phase 

such secondary motion is very prominent. The jiggle on the belly of Po in Kung Fu panda 

would be a good example of such motion on stylized characters. 

 

So what is established here is that secondary motion in the form of jiggle is something which the industry 

uses on a regular basis and is really important in college level films as well. With the presence of visual 

effects, gaming and animation in an arts school, the need for such a tool is greatly required. But to make a 

tool which caters to all variety of style and is easy to use and understandable requires more research. 

 

3. Research areas 

Before any developments can be made, some very important questions need to be explored. What 

software should be used for the dynamics? What language should be used for the creation of the tool? 

What would be the best design of the UI? What would be the most efficient technique to implement jiggle 

on a character? These questions need to be answered before the actual development of tool can begin. 

 

A lot of software today provides us with great dynamic techniques. Houdini is a great source when it 

comes to smoke, fluids, fire and dynamics which are more related to simulation than animation. Cinema 

4D and Soft Image provide some great presets and efficient dynamic techniques. All these can achieve 

greatly what we need to create the tool. But since most of the rigs are made in Autodesk Maya, which is 

also an industry, standard for animated features, it makes sense to keep the dynamics within Maya. Most 

animation students and colleges prefer Maya for animation and rigging and can relate to the tool more.  
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To begin coding, the coding language needs to be determined first. Maya supports mainly two high end 

languages, MEL and Python. We also have a derivation of MEL called PyMel, developed at Luma 

Pictures to make MEL more object oriented and friendly to use. Existence of PyMel by itself is an 

indication that professionals in the industry realize that MEL is not the best way to write complicated 

scripts. Autodesk realized this and introduced Python for Maya, which, in contrast, is very object oriented 

and much more powerful.7 

 

A basic design of user interface (UI) is sketched out for better understanding of its usability. This helped 

determine at an early stage if the UI would be easy to understand and usable. The UI had to be such that it 

hides all the technical aspects of the dynamics and makes it easily understandable to anyone who uses it. 

Following is the basic design of the jiggle functionality. 

 

 

Figure 3: Jiggle Functionality UI 

  

 

                                                            
7 (Trowbridge 2011) 
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4. Possible jiggle techniques 

Maya has multiple ways of implementing jiggle deformation on a mesh. To understand which is the most 

efficient requires basic understanding of each. 

 

a. Jiggle deformer: 

The most obvious of all choices would have been to use the jiggle deformer. It is present as a 

preset deformer and is very easy to setup.   

Of all the options this is the easiest to setup with the minimum number of values to relate. Less 

attributes sometimes also means less flexibility. Following research shows the test results based 

on jiggle deformer. 

 

 

Figure 4: Jiggle deformer test results 
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b. Soft Body deformations:  

Soft bodies are a great way to apply jiggle deformations of a mesh, as it is very efficient and 

consumes less memory. On the negative side it does require too many steps to implement basic 

jiggle motion, especially to put jiggle effect on multiple parts of body. To implement more 

motion in certain areas of the mesh would require constant tweaking of the particle system. This 

means less control on jiggle and also more difficult to script. 

 

Figure 5: Soft Body deformer test results 

 

c. nCloth system:  

nCloth seems to be a solution for a lot of the problems: clothing, skin deformations and even 

jiggle. It has a lot of attributes which can really refine the feel of jiggle motion. nCloth can also 

be a great tool to get a high range of motion for achieving jiggle for different styles of animation. 

But one major drawback of ncloth is its efficiency. With a few basic tests it is evident that nCloth 

requires a lot of memory and as we implement nCloth on multiple parts of body, it makes the 

scene exponentially heavier. 
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Figure 6: nCloth deformation test results 

 

d. Muscle system skin deformer: 

Maya in 2007 introduced the muscle system and with each passing year introduced tools within this 

plugin to enhance non-muscle related motion as well. One of the big additions was the Maya skin 

deformer tool, which can apply jiggle, sliding and various other deformations on skinned mesh. This tool 

is much more efficient than nCloth and has more attributes than soft body and jiggle deformer. One of the 

biggest advantages was also the fact that the mesh did not need to have muscle present in it. Though it did 

have one major drawback, since it is a plugin the commands were not really compatible with python. This 

meant that if the commands can be tackled at the scripting level, muscle system would be the best 

solution for implementing jiggle motion on characters. 
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Figure 7: Muscle Skin deformer test results 

 

 The following chart shows the result and comparison of the research based on basic tests performed on 

each of these methods to achieve jiggle motion on geometry. 

 

 

Figure 8: Jiggle deformation comparison results 
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As it is evident on the basis of conditional tests Muscle skin deformer yielded the best results. Tests based 

on efficiency, precision and flexibility were the deciding factors.  

 

B. Tentacle functionality research 

1. Exploring tentacles 

  Tentacle can be anything which requires a whipping action or exhibits wave motion. Ear, tail, fins, and 

rope are examples of tentacles. Such type of motion is very common in animation. Whipping action is a 

very important concept in animation, which governs a big aspect of character motion. The goal here is to 

emulate such characteristics using dynamics. It would be a great addition to the tool if such a rig can be 

implemented, as the applications of a tool with these functionalities is vast. Automation of such a rig will 

also save a lot of production time. 

 

A lot of movement on character rigs like the tail, fin and polygon based hair requires some 

amount of secondary motion. In college production most of it is animated by hand and a lot of it is not 

even animated. For a mesh which has 30 strands of polygon hair, it would be impossible for an animator 

to animate each of the hair strands for every single shot. Tentacle rig will not only automatically create 

such a rig for each hair but also give common properties to them so that changing one value will make 

them all behave in a similar way. 

 

2. Possible Tentacle creation techniques 

There are different ways a tentacle can be created and some of the common ways would be soft body, 

expressions or nHair.  
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a. SoftBody dynamics: 

As was the case in Jiggle, soft body poses similar problems. More rigs would mean tweaking 

separate values for each hair. Hence, it is also more cumbersome and yields mediocre results.  

 

b. Expressions:  

One other way to implement this rig would be script expressions for each joint skinned to the 

respective mesh. Probably implement a sine expression on each joint system. One drawback of 

this method is the limitation with the poses. Using equation similar to sin will provide very 

restricted results, which might not fit different animation scenarios. Moreover, an expression 

would have to be written for each rig separately. Expressions are very inefficient when used in 

excess and can slow down the rig tremendously. In some situation and style of animation changes 

from one to shot to another, this would mean tweaking each of these expressions each time. So 

this might be a good solution but only in limitation. 

 

c. nHair:  

nHair seems like the obvious choice as its very light to process, it works great for whip like action 

and it can use single hair system to control properties of multiple hair. nHair also has a lot of 

dynamic attributes which provide great control. It also deals with collision which may be a 

requirement in a lot of animated scenarios. 

 

3. Basic tentacle user interface 

Tentacle UI design needs to be simple and built in such a way that multiple rigs can be created in a single 

scene. Providing a text box to take the input from the user will help in organizing the rig. Some other 

features would include the flexibility to choose number of joints and to be able to tweak the flexibility of 
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the rig after its creation. Multiple rigs should also be able to have their own properties independent from 

each other and some way to change the amount of movement easily at any given point in time. Following 

is a basic UI design for the rig.  

 

Figure 9: Tentacle Functionality UI 

 

C. About Python language: 

Python is a powerful object oriented programming language. Maya 2014 supports Python 2.7.3 and was 

used to build Jiggle Box Tool set.  MEL is the original language introduced by Maya and Python was 

introduced later, as it is more efficient and powerful. It is also slowly becoming the industry standard as 

most of the new software’s are Python-centric and it makes it much easier for them to communicate with 

each other. It is also important to understand that even though Python runs at the front end it still uses 

mainly MEL functionalities to communicate with Maya. 8 

                                                            
8 (Trowbridge 2011) 
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Jiggle Box UI has been created keeping in mind the tool design concepts as discussed previously. One 

important thing to consider is the reusability of code. Objective here is to develop a tool UI which can be 

used to build another UI leading to reusability of code.  

Python is an object oriented language, which means functions are written as objects which can be used to 

build some other function with similar characteristics. This is one of the reasons which make Python very 

powerful. 
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CHAPTER VI 

JIGGLE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A. Creation of the jiggle box UI (Jiggle Tab): 

It has been established that Maya muscle skin deformer would be a great option to implement secondary 

motion in the form of jiggle on any given geometry. 

The following Diagram shows the basic brainstorming phase of Jiggle Box (Jiggle) 

 

 

Figure 10: Jiggle development flowchart 

 

 

 

Apply Maya 
Skin 

Deformer 

• Should be a skinned 
mesh, if not throw 
error. 

• If Muscle deformer 
aready present skip 
to next step 

Paint Jiggle, 
Cycle and 

Rest weights 

• This step is 
repetative and 
should get invoked 
when required. 

Tweak Cycle 
and Rest 
weights 

• Requires some Jiggle 
weight already 
present. 

Create Cache 
• Select a cache path 
• invoke the cache 

frame range 
command 

Delete Cache • should be able tp 
delete created cache. 

Delete Jiggle 
• User should be 

able to remove 
deformer 
systme from any 
mesh selected.       
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With the basic functionality defined, the user interface is built. Following image shows the final look of 

the Jiggle UI. 

 

Figure 11: Finished Jiggle UI 

 

B. Jiggle functionality code description and breakdown 

1. Apply Muscle Skin Deformer: 

This step checks if the selected skin mesh has a skin deformer applied and if not, an error occurs.  

 

 

Figure12: button to apply skin deformer 

 

On execution a new muscle deformer node called ‘cMuscleSystem1’ is created with muscle sticky 

weights on. Sticky weights allow Maya to apply muscle weights on top of skinned weights, so that the 
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skinned mesh is not affected by it.  What this button is doing is invoking the Maya command to create a 

muscle deformer node. Maya muscle system is a plugin and commands to invoke it are not provided in 

Python. Luckily Maya provides a command which can run MEL commands within python and is known 

as the ‘eval’ command. The following command applies the muscle deformer on a skinned mesh. 

mel.eval("""cMuscle_makeMuscleSystem(1);""") 

This step also invokes the muscle paint window which allows us to paint different property weights on 

our mesh. Muscle paint weights defines the area of effect. The use of this window is very similar to the 

actual skin paint weights tool and hence is easy to understand for anyone who has basic knowledge of 

Maya. The command which invokes this window is: 

mel.eval("""cMusclePaint();""") 

 

                            

Figure13: Jiggle paint settings 
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2. Choosing the style of animation: 

This step provides presets which can be selected depending upon the style of animation. The amount of 

jiggle motion increases from realistic to stylize.  

 

Figure14: Step to select the style of animation 

 

Though the options may appear to be really simple, the actual implementation demands a lot of research 

in order to achieve desirable results. Some of the main areas of conflict were: How do we define what 

amount of jiggle can be  considered as realistic, semi-stylized or stylized? Which values should be 

changed to achieve the appropriate jiggle? What would be the equation so that functional code is not 

repeated for each selection? 

a. Artistic interpretation of jiggle motion: 

1) Realistic jiggle:  

The measure of realistic jiggle varies from person to person. Some of the factors which effect 

jiggle are Body to Mass Ratio (BMS), Weight, Age, gender, and type of motion. As this problem 

could not be solved logically, having an artistic vision was the only solution. Movies like Lbs. 

and Fat Kid Rules the World helped greatly in defining what can be called as a realistic jiggle. 

 

2) Semi-Stylized Jiggle:  

When we talk about semi-Stylized animation, it gets out of the realm of reality. Animated films 

are the main source of information. Characters like Tin Tin and Scrooge from Christmas Carol 

look can be considered as part of this category. They walk, talk and behave like human characters 
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but are greatly exaggerated. Because of this very nature even their secondary motion is much 

more than a realistic character.  

 

3) Stylized Jiggle motion:  

What is characterized as stylized in can be termed as something which is cartoony, as it is 

believable yet unreal. In this form characters can bend and break, yet they look very believable. 

Though most of the believability factor comes from the performance incorporated by the 

animators but secondary motion plays a big role as well. The origin of such a style is actually 

derived from 2D animation. Characters like daffy duck and bugs bunny were greatly exaggerated 

yet believable. Who Framed Rogger Rabbit is probably the one bets films which can form a 

contrast between real and stylized, and yet proves to convincingly believable. Till a decade ago it 

would have been impossible to imagine the same quality of exaggeration in 3D animation, but 

with the advancement in the quality of Rigs, such animation is possible today. In fact in 2011 

Warner Brothers released new Looney tunes 3-D theatrical shorts comprising of characters like 

E.Coyote and Road Runner with a similar level of flexibility as the original series, proving that 

3D Animation is capable of achieving similar animation style as traditional animation. Hotel 

Transylvania was one of the most recent examples of this style. 

 

 

b. Implementing the style as an equation: 

Now that it is clear what are the different styles of animation, it is easy to interpret visually what values 

defines each style. Basic research and experiments on the jiggle attributes yielded the following main 

values for each category. 
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Figure15: Researched values that define the style of animation 

 

These values are still only the starting part of implementing the jiggle process. Results still depends a lot 

on the type of character’s personality, geometry and style of animation which means there cannot be a 

possibility of any magic numbers. To complicate it further, in animation the amount of jiggle can also 

vary between different shots. Luckily Maya muscle deformer provides us with different paint weight 

attributes to enhance and tweak the jiggle motion at any time. 

 

Depending upon the style of animation selected corresponding values are set by the script to achieve the 

style of jiggle motion. The following code sets the values as depicted in Figure15. 
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3. Applying Cycle and Rest weights: 

Cycle attribute defines the amount of time the jiggle motion takes to come to a complete stop. The more 

the cycle weight the more waive the jiggle motion is going to be. The Cycle weights can be painted on the 

character the same way jiggle weights were used. The following image depicts the same. 

 

 

Figure16: Step to paint Rest and Cycle weights 

 

It would be very rare to have a character whose jiggle would continue to be in motion for a long time, so 

it is a good idea to start with a small value.  

 

               

Figure17: Cycle paint values 

 

Rest weights determine the rate at which the jiggle will happen; they can make the frequency of the jiggle 

faster or slower. Again large paint weight value may result in un- realistic values. 
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Figure18: Rest paint values 

 

The second half of this step deals with tweaking these painted weights. Painting cycle and Rest weights 

only define the area of effect with default weight applied to them. These values can still be tweaked 

further for more control. The Jiggle Tool UI provides slider for this functionality. 

 

Figure19: Step to tweak Cycle and Rest weights further 

 

4. Dealing with Cache: 

Using muscle deformer is a great way of dealing with jiggle. But like any dynamic related technique, a lot 

of memory is required for simulation. If jiggle is applied to a heavy mesh or on multiple body parts on a 

rig, it might slow the rig down. Creating cache is a great way of baking out the simulation. In the tool UI 

the file menu can be used to set a cache directory. Once the path is set, ‘Create Cache’ button can be used 

to define the frame range for baking simulation. 

In the following code we check if the selected mesh has muscle system applied and then invoke the create 

cache window. 
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Cache allows you to scrub through animation with the jiggle applied. But with change in animation the 

jiggle does not change. As each frame is baked, we need to delete cache so that Maya can re-calculate the 

jiggle motion. The delete button deletes the cache from the selected mesh. 

 

                              

 

 

 

Figure20: Step to create and delete jiggle cache 

                                                                                                                 

Code functionality of delete cache is very similar to create cache. 
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CHAPTER VII 

TENTACLE IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Creation of Jiggle Box UI (Tentacle Tab) 

To create tentacles Maya’s nHair system is utilized. The basic functionality is to make a spline curve and 

convert it into a dynamic curve, which in turn drives a joint chain. This way the mesh skinned to the joint 

also gets dynamic. To make flexible rigs, some important functional aspects need to be considered. 

1) How to give user the control to form the joint chain 

2) How to implement manual control along with dynamic capabilities in the rig 

3) Easiest way to tweak dynamics while hiding all the complexity 

4) Option to create multiple rigs 

5) Option to create multiple rigs with different hair systems. 

6) Organizing all the rigs 

7) Option to delete all the rigs 
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Following is the flow chart to implement the tentacle functionality of the tool.  

 

 

Figure21: Tentacle functionality flowchart 

 

After the brainstorming, the functionality of the tool is clear. The following image shows the final tentacle 

UI. The UI is easy to understand and hides most of the complexity. It also has options to create multiple 

rigs with different property sets.  

 

 

 

A system to create 
joints along the 

geometry 

Create a tentacle 
system when run 
for the first time 

If New Hair System 
then create a hair 

system and 
continue 

Rig conncected at 
both ends or only 

at base 

Option to tweak 
dynamics on each 

rig 

A way to group and 
name respective 
rig components 

Option to delete all 
created rigs 
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The following image shows how the UI looks like after its final construction. 

 

Figure22: Finished Tentacle UI 

 

B. Tentacle functionality code description and breakdown: 

1. Create locator markers: 

The first step takes the rig name as input and creates four locator markers. The flexibility to take user 

names as input helps user organize their rig’s naming conventions.  Markers created are linked to a curve 

and can be placed along a geometry or part of geometry to be rigged. The locators created, serve as visual 

controllers to create joint.  

 

Figure23: Step to take rig name input 
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In this step, the CV curve is created using 4 vertices points. Clusters are then created for each of these 

vertices. Now a locator is created at each of these cluster positions using the xform Maya command and is 

then made the parent of the cluster, so that when locator is moved around, it shapes the curve along the 

geometry. Following function describes how this is achieved. 

 

 

2. Creating a joint chain along the curve: 

The next step is to create a joint chain along the curve. The user inputs the number of joints and the joints 

are aligned along the curve with equal spacing. A couple of variable to be considered are that the curve 

can be of any length, it can be in any direction and there can be any number of joints. 

The solution is to consider the curve as an animated path and make a test locator to follow it. The 

animation path runs from frames 1 to 1000. The animation graph is set to Linear, so that ease in and ease 

out can be removed and a consistent speed of animation is achieved. The following equation can be 

considered for obtaining selected number of joints. 

 

Number of equal divisions = Number of frames (1000)/ Number of user defined joints 
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Number of divisions can also be considered as the frame number at which we need to obtain locator’s 

world space position and create a joint. This way we get equally spaced joints along the curve. The 

following code defines the same. 

 

 

3. Creating the tentacle Rig: 

This is the where the main functionality of the rig resides. This step is responsible for creation of a rig 

which has manual and dynamic control. The following diagram shows the basic logic of the Rig. 

                 

Figure24: Main functionality chart of tentacle rig creation 

Manual Curve 
•Create clusters 
•Create animation 

controls 

Dynamic Curve 
(nHair creates 

two curves) 

• convert to 
nHair System 

•Connect out 
curve to main 
curve 

Main Curve controlling the joints  

Blend 1/0 Blend 0/1 

Blend 1 
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As it’s evident from the figure, the main curve controls the joint chain and manual curve and Dynamic 

curve needs to be connected to this curve as a blend shape. Here are the different functionalities we would 

expect from our code. 

• Create 3 duplicate curves 

• Create cluster on the manual curve 

• Create animation controls controlling these cluster 

• Apply nHair system on the dynamic curve which will yield two curves, dynamic curve and 

outcurve. 

• Connect manual curve to the dynamic curve with a value of one and lock it. 

• Connect manual and dynamic curve to the main curve 

• Form a system such that the sum of blend never goes above one.  

• Create a main animation curve which controls the whole rig and has the blend attribute. 

To create a dynamic curve Mel command needs to be invoked as Python does not have Muscle deformer 

command capability. One major disadvantage of using Mel function in this case is that it creates multiple 

nodes at once. These nodes comprise of follicle, nucleus and curves, which need to be renamed and 

arranged separately. The Mel command to turn a curve into a dynamic curve is: 

 

 

 

One more challenge is to create a system, such that the sum of manual and dynamic blend does not go 

above value of one. Maya provides us with a node called as the ‘Reverse’ node, which can be used as to 
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maintain a total blend value of 1. The two blend nodes can be connected to reverse node so that when one 

value if increased the other value reduces. 

 

Figure25: Snapshot of using the reverse node 
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CHAPTER VIII 

TOOL TESTING 

 

A. Jiggle functionality testing: 

Some possible tests for implementing jiggle can be: 

1. Test on different scenes and implement belly jiggle on two different biped characters. 

Jiggle test on Burt 

 

Jiggle test on Philippe 

 

Figure26: Belly Jiggle tests 

 

2. Test on a different body part like the chin where jiggle is possible. 

 

Figure27: Jiggle tests on face 
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3. Test on a creature, in this case the neck. 

 

 

Figure28: Jiggle tests on a creature 

 

B. Tentacle functionality testing: 

Test with combinations of tentacle rigs in a scene needs to be performed. This test are very useful in 

determining common naming collisions and setup errors. The following chart is a result of various tests 

performed with the tentacle rig functionality. 

 

Figure29: Final tentacle rig tests 
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Tentacles also needs to be tested with different elements in the scene.  

1. Individual tree control 

Suspended had a lot of trees in the environment, which meant that in most shots they would 

be visible and is expected to have some motion from the wind. One important thing to 

consider here was that each tree needed to be rigged individually to obtain nonlinear motion. 

Jiggle box in this scenario not only made it faster to rig each tree quickly, but it also gave the 

tractability to control dynamic properties on each one of them. 

 

Figure30: Tentacle rig test on trees 

 

2. Tent Rope automation 

The tent had various ropes which needed to behave appropriately in the scene. It was 

influenced by the wind factors as well and hence needed to be rigged accordingly. Jiggle box 

was handy in rigging each rope fairly easily. 

 

Figure31: Tentacle rig test on tent ropes 
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CHAPTER IX 

TOOL INSTALLATION: 

 

The tool package ‘JiggleBoxPCK’ comprises of two python files. ‘jBoxUI.py’ is the file which has the 

base class for creating the tool window and file ‘jiggleBox.py’ contains all the tool functionality. The 

package also contains an icon called ‘jBoxIcon.png’ and help file. To complete install the tool following 

steps are necessary. 

1) Extract the package ‘JiggleBoxPCK’.   

2) Save python files 'jiggleBox.py' and 'jBoxUI.py' to Maya script directory. 

3) Save the 'jBoxIcon.png' to C:\Users\User\Documents\maya\2014-x64\prefs\icons 

4)  When using first time run the following commands in the 'Python Tab'. 

import jBoxUI 

import jiggleBox 

reload(jiggleBox) 

5) If it still does not work, then restart Maya. 

6) Make sure Maya Muscle plugin is activated 

7) When UI appears go to file menu in the UI and create a short cut icon on your 'custom' shelf 
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CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSION 

 

Through the body of research, the benefits of secondary motion on characters and props to improve 

character personality were highlighted. The common use of such functionality was outlined via their 

regular use in the animation industry. ‘Jiggle Box’ created a huge interest in animators who tried the tool 

in their respective films and found it very efficient and helpful. They also expressed how much more 

believable their character performance looked with addition of basic secondary movement. 

The jiggle functionality of the tool was able to successfully implement controllable jiggle on different 

characters and different parts of body. The tool proved useful even in places like the loose neck skin of 

creatures and other props like jelly and ball. 

The tentacle functionality proved to be very useful and proved greatly efficient in creating movement 

similar to fishes, sea weed etc. It also worked on body parts like the tail, ear and hair. A lot of props were 

also rigged using this tool, ropes, tents and trees were some places where it was tested and showed great 

results. It proved very efficient as a single tool it catered to the needs of various props and objects, thus 

automating a lot of common secondary movement present in the environment. 

The visual component of this film Suspended, is a combination of all this research. Jiggle has been used 

on Philippe’s belly and chin. Tentacle rig on the other hand has been used to rig the rope, tent wires and 

the trees. This overall gives a sense that ‘Jiggle Box’ can be used efficiently in film environment and can 

be a great asset for animators to enhance their character performance. It greatly helped in improving the 

efficiency of the production pipeline and enhanced character personality, thus making its contribution in 

improving the quality of films at SCAD. 
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	MOTIVATION
	VISUAL COMPONENT
	Suspended is a film about an overweight character Philippe, named after the famous rope walker Philippe petit. The film is a short satirical comedy in which Philippe is a performer at a Circus and is forced to do
	the impossible task of walking on a tight rope suspended high on top of the mountains. The character’s physique counters the situation he is in. His struggle to maintain balance on a rope creates an interesting mix of primary along with overlapping ac...
	Philippe exhibits secondary motion mainly from his cape and belly. The secondary motion on him is not just dependent on the properties of his clothing or his physical weight, but it is also about the style and pace of his motion. His movements changes...
	The environment contains various elements like the tent, ropes, flags and trees which needs to have secondary motion applied to them. This meant that dynamics needed to be applied to all of these elements individually to really make the scene appealin...
	SECONDARY MOTION AND ANIMATION PRINCIPLES
	The twelve principles of Animation were developed by Disney’s “nine old men”, who became the fathers of animation. The main intention of these principles was to improve believability and quality of animation. They believed that animation is not just r...
	A. Time and Spacing
	One of the most important principles of animation is Time and Spacing. According to Richard Williams a well-known animators from the animation industry, explains that slight variations in timing and spacing can bring great personality to characters. E...
	3D animation software’s give us a lot of flexibility when it comes to automating a lot of these movements, especially secondary motion. Software like Autodesk Maya provides us with many variables which we can alter to suit the type of animation.  Flow...
	Figure.1 Silly Symphony (1933)
	B. Exaggeration
	Exaggeration is one more important principle which governs the style of animation and how flexible the animation is going to be. Warner Brothers Looney Tunes series is a great example of hyper exaggeration. Characters like Daffy Duck and Bugs Bunny we...
	C. Believability:
	What makes something believable? What are the limitations of believability when it comes to animation? These are some questions one needs to explore when it comes to mimicking things like body jiggle, movement of tail and fin on cartoony characters. H...
	Animation industry has developed many famous character like Mickey mouse, Donald duck, Shrek, Woody and Wall-E, all of which we know don’t really exist but yet seem real and believable. They have personalities which are perceived by us as of someone ...
	CHAPTER IV
	PRODUCTION
	A. Resources in production:
	Production can be considered as the backbone of any story, as it covers all aspects of filmmaking. It is like a blueprint of a building, without which there would not be any vision or plan.4F  Production pipeline is mainly required to support smooth o...
	In a college environment the resources available are very limited and not everyone is experienced with the production workflow. There is hardly any financial backup and all students share the same resources for different projects within the same envir...
	To understand this problem further a basic set of questions were presented as a survey to a few student directors from Savannah College of Art and Design, and some very interesting suggestions surfaced.  According to the research:5F
	 More time should be available to students, in order to finish their films and keep quality control.
	 Help and guidance should be provided to students at an early stage of education to determine ones field of interest and specialization so they can start working on production from an early stage.
	 It should be compulsory for students in junior year to work on a senior or graduate film. This way there are more resources available and students have greater exposure outside of classrooms.
	 Thesis films and collaborative films should be made flexible such that there can be multiple directors instead of just one person. This way responsibility and pressure can be distributed.
	 Faculty should publicize struggling films and substitute assignments for production work, so that films will receive more resources and students get more time to work on films.
	B. Finance in production:
	Financial limitations are part of any production pipeline. All studios usually have a finance department which takes care of the company’s expenditure. The work force is paid and in most cases consists of full time employees.
	At college production level, some amount of money is required for equipment, publicity, render farms and submissions to film festivals. Due to unavailability of these funds, student films solely depend on college resources. These resources are shared ...
	Production problems along with time crunch eventually affects the quality of a film. Things like secondary motion, hair/cloth simulation are avoided by students due to unavailability of resources and lack of time.  Though these factors are not compuls...
	CHAPTER V
	TOOL RESEARCH
	‘Jiggle Box’ is divided into two main functionalities; to apply jiggle motion on a character and to create a tentacle rig with dynamics. The tool requires basic functional research, which involves the understanding of how jiggle and tentacle motion wo...
	A. Jiggle functionality research
	1. Jiggle Deformation
	The quick or slow motion of skin and flesh from left to right is defined as a jiggle. Though this may be the scientific definition of the deformation, in animation context, it does not need to involve skin and flesh particularly. Chalooby from the fil...
	Just as jiggle is dependent on the material, it is also dependent on the part of the body. The fat belly movement properties would differ from the motion of chin or legs.
	2. Style of Animation:
	One more very important variable to consider while thinking of Jiggle deformation is the type of animation. Realistic, Semi-Stylized and Stylized characters would have very different requirements to achieve a believable performance.  To automate somet...
	Figure.2: a) The Hobbit                   b) Tin Tin   c) Kung Fu Panda
	a. Realistic Jiggle motion:
	Realistic jiggle motion can be related more to live action film than animated film. Which means the need of secondary motion in the visual effects industry or even game industry would be equally beneficial. The Great Goblin king from the movie The Hob...
	b. Semi Realistic Jiggle motion:
	Tin Tin is a good example of something which might fall under the semi-stylized character. The characters are stylized and use motion capture techniques to give it a realistic feel of animation. The jiggle in such style of animation is little more fle...
	c. Stylized jiggle motion:
	This is the most obvious choice when we think of jiggle motion in animation, as in this phase such secondary motion is very prominent. The jiggle on the belly of Po in Kung Fu panda would be a good example of such motion on stylized characters.
	So what is established here is that secondary motion in the form of jiggle is something which the industry uses on a regular basis and is really important in college level films as well. With the presence of visual effects, gaming and animation in an ...
	3. Research areas
	Before any developments can be made, some very important questions need to be explored. What software should be used for the dynamics? What language should be used for the creation of the tool? What would be the best design of the UI? What would be th...
	A lot of software today provides us with great dynamic techniques. Houdini is a great source when it comes to smoke, fluids, fire and dynamics which are more related to simulation than animation. Cinema 4D and Soft Image provide some great presets and...
	To begin coding, the coding language needs to be determined first. Maya supports mainly two high end languages, MEL and Python. We also have a derivation of MEL called PyMel, developed at Luma Pictures to make MEL more object oriented and friendly to ...
	A basic design of user interface (UI) is sketched out for better understanding of its usability. This helped determine at an early stage if the UI would be easy to understand and usable. The UI had to be such that it hides all the technical aspects of...
	Figure 3: Jiggle Functionality UI
	4. Possible jiggle techniques
	Maya has multiple ways of implementing jiggle deformation on a mesh. To understand which is the most efficient requires basic understanding of each.
	a. Jiggle deformer:
	The most obvious of all choices would have been to use the jiggle deformer. It is present as a preset deformer and is very easy to setup.
	Of all the options this is the easiest to setup with the minimum number of values to relate. Less attributes sometimes also means less flexibility. Following research shows the test results based on jiggle deformer.
	Figure 4: Jiggle deformer test results
	b. Soft Body deformations:
	Soft bodies are a great way to apply jiggle deformations of a mesh, as it is very efficient and consumes less memory. On the negative side it does require too many steps to implement basic jiggle motion, especially to put jiggle effect on multiple par...
	Figure 5: Soft Body deformer test results
	c. nCloth system:
	nCloth seems to be a solution for a lot of the problems: clothing, skin deformations and even jiggle. It has a lot of attributes which can really refine the feel of jiggle motion. nCloth can also be a great tool to get a high range of motion for achie...
	Figure 6: nCloth deformation test results
	d. Muscle system skin deformer:
	Maya in 2007 introduced the muscle system and with each passing year introduced tools within this plugin to enhance non-muscle related motion as well. One of the big additions was the Maya skin deformer tool, which can apply jiggle, sliding and variou...
	Figure 7: Muscle Skin deformer test results
	The following chart shows the result and comparison of the research based on basic tests performed on each of these methods to achieve jiggle motion on geometry.
	Figure 8: Jiggle deformation comparison results
	As it is evident on the basis of conditional tests Muscle skin deformer yielded the best results. Tests based on efficiency, precision and flexibility were the deciding factors.
	B. Tentacle functionality research
	1. Exploring tentacles
	Tentacle can be anything which requires a whipping action or exhibits wave motion. Ear, tail, fins, and rope are examples of tentacles. Such type of motion is very common in animation. Whipping action is a very important concept in animation, which ...
	A lot of movement on character rigs like the tail, fin and polygon based hair requires some amount of secondary motion. In college production most of it is animated by hand and a lot of it is not even animated. For a mesh which has 30 strands of polyg...
	2. Possible Tentacle creation techniques
	There are different ways a tentacle can be created and some of the common ways would be soft body, expressions or nHair.
	a. SoftBody dynamics:
	As was the case in Jiggle, soft body poses similar problems. More rigs would mean tweaking separate values for each hair. Hence, it is also more cumbersome and yields mediocre results.
	b. Expressions:
	One other way to implement this rig would be script expressions for each joint skinned to the respective mesh. Probably implement a sine expression on each joint system. One drawback of this method is the limitation with the poses. Using equation simi...
	c. nHair:
	nHair seems like the obvious choice as its very light to process, it works great for whip like action and it can use single hair system to control properties of multiple hair. nHair also has a lot of dynamic attributes which provide great control. It ...
	3. Basic tentacle user interface
	Tentacle UI design needs to be simple and built in such a way that multiple rigs can be created in a single scene. Providing a text box to take the input from the user will help in organizing the rig. Some other features would include the flexibility ...
	Figure 9: Tentacle Functionality UI
	C. About Python language:
	Python is a powerful object oriented programming language. Maya 2014 supports Python 2.7.3 and was used to build Jiggle Box Tool set.  MEL is the original language introduced by Maya and Python was introduced later, as it is more efficient and powerfu...
	Jiggle Box UI has been created keeping in mind the tool design concepts as discussed previously. One important thing to consider is the reusability of code. Objective here is to develop a tool UI which can be used to build another UI leading to reusab...
	Python is an object oriented language, which means functions are written as objects which can be used to build some other function with similar characteristics. This is one of the reasons which make Python very powerful.
	CHAPTER VI
	JIGGLE IMPLEMENTATION
	A. Creation of the jiggle box UI (Jiggle Tab):
	It has been established that Maya muscle skin deformer would be a great option to implement secondary motion in the form of jiggle on any given geometry.
	The following Diagram shows the basic brainstorming phase of Jiggle Box (Jiggle)
	Figure 10: Jiggle development flowchart
	With the basic functionality defined, the user interface is built. Following image shows the final look of the Jiggle UI.
	Figure 11: Finished Jiggle UI
	B. Jiggle functionality code description and breakdown
	1. Apply Muscle Skin Deformer:
	This step checks if the selected skin mesh has a skin deformer applied and if not, an error occurs.
	Figure12: button to apply skin deformer
	On execution a new muscle deformer node called ‘cMuscleSystem1’ is created with muscle sticky weights on. Sticky weights allow Maya to apply muscle weights on top of skinned weights, so that the skinned mesh is not affected by it.  What this button is...
	mel.eval("""cMuscle_makeMuscleSystem(1);""")
	This step also invokes the muscle paint window which allows us to paint different property weights on our mesh. Muscle paint weights defines the area of effect. The use of this window is very similar to the actual skin paint weights tool and hence is ...
	mel.eval("""cMusclePaint();""")
	Figure13: Jiggle paint settings
	2. Choosing the style of animation:
	This step provides presets which can be selected depending upon the style of animation. The amount of jiggle motion increases from realistic to stylize.
	Figure14: Step to select the style of animation
	Though the options may appear to be really simple, the actual implementation demands a lot of research in order to achieve desirable results. Some of the main areas of conflict were: How do we define what amount of jiggle can be  considered as realist...
	a. Artistic interpretation of jiggle motion:
	1) Realistic jiggle:
	The measure of realistic jiggle varies from person to person. Some of the factors which effect jiggle are Body to Mass Ratio (BMS), Weight, Age, gender, and type of motion. As this problem could not be solved logically, having an artistic vision was t...
	2) Semi-Stylized Jiggle:
	When we talk about semi-Stylized animation, it gets out of the realm of reality. Animated films are the main source of information. Characters like Tin Tin and Scrooge from Christmas Carol look can be considered as part of this category. They walk, ta...
	3) Stylized Jiggle motion:
	What is characterized as stylized in can be termed as something which is cartoony, as it is believable yet unreal. In this form characters can bend and break, yet they look very believable. Though most of the believability factor comes from the perfor...
	b. Implementing the style as an equation:
	Now that it is clear what are the different styles of animation, it is easy to interpret visually what values defines each style. Basic research and experiments on the jiggle attributes yielded the following main values for each category.
	Figure15: Researched values that define the style of animation
	These values are still only the starting part of implementing the jiggle process. Results still depends a lot on the type of character’s personality, geometry and style of animation which means there cannot be a possibility of any magic numbers. To co...
	Depending upon the style of animation selected corresponding values are set by the script to achieve the style of jiggle motion. The following code sets the values as depicted in Figure15.
	3. Applying Cycle and Rest weights:
	Cycle attribute defines the amount of time the jiggle motion takes to come to a complete stop. The more the cycle weight the more waive the jiggle motion is going to be. The Cycle weights can be painted on the character the same way jiggle weights wer...
	Figure16: Step to paint Rest and Cycle weights
	It would be very rare to have a character whose jiggle would continue to be in motion for a long time, so it is a good idea to start with a small value.
	Figure17: Cycle paint values
	Rest weights determine the rate at which the jiggle will happen; they can make the frequency of the jiggle faster or slower. Again large paint weight value may result in un- realistic values.
	Figure18: Rest paint values
	The second half of this step deals with tweaking these painted weights. Painting cycle and Rest weights only define the area of effect with default weight applied to them. These values can still be tweaked further for more control. The Jiggle Tool UI ...
	Figure19: Step to tweak Cycle and Rest weights further
	4. Dealing with Cache:
	Using muscle deformer is a great way of dealing with jiggle. But like any dynamic related technique, a lot of memory is required for simulation. If jiggle is applied to a heavy mesh or on multiple body parts on a rig, it might slow the rig down. Creat...
	In the following code we check if the selected mesh has muscle system applied and then invoke the create cache window.
	Cache allows you to scrub through animation with the jiggle applied. But with change in animation the jiggle does not change. As each frame is baked, we need to delete cache so that Maya can re-calculate the jiggle motion. The delete button deletes th...
	Figure20: Step to create and delete jiggle cache
	Code functionality of delete cache is very similar to create cache.
	CHAPTER VII
	TENTACLE IMPLEMENTATION
	A. Creation of Jiggle Box UI (Tentacle Tab)
	To create tentacles Maya’s nHair system is utilized. The basic functionality is to make a spline curve and convert it into a dynamic curve, which in turn drives a joint chain. This way the mesh skinned to the joint also gets dynamic. To make flexible ...
	1) How to give user the control to form the joint chain
	2) How to implement manual control along with dynamic capabilities in the rig
	3) Easiest way to tweak dynamics while hiding all the complexity
	4) Option to create multiple rigs
	5) Option to create multiple rigs with different hair systems.
	6) Organizing all the rigs
	7) Option to delete all the rigs
	Following is the flow chart to implement the tentacle functionality of the tool.
	Figure21: Tentacle functionality flowchart
	After the brainstorming, the functionality of the tool is clear. The following image shows the final tentacle UI. The UI is easy to understand and hides most of the complexity. It also has options to create multiple rigs with different property sets.
	The following image shows how the UI looks like after its final construction.
	Figure22: Finished Tentacle UI
	B. Tentacle functionality code description and breakdown:
	1. Create locator markers:
	The first step takes the rig name as input and creates four locator markers. The flexibility to take user names as input helps user organize their rig’s naming conventions.  Markers created are linked to a curve and can be placed along a geometry or p...
	Figure23: Step to take rig name input
	In this step, the CV curve is created using 4 vertices points. Clusters are then created for each of these vertices. Now a locator is created at each of these cluster positions using the xform Maya command and is then made the parent of the cluster, s...
	2. Creating a joint chain along the curve:
	The next step is to create a joint chain along the curve. The user inputs the number of joints and the joints are aligned along the curve with equal spacing. A couple of variable to be considered are that the curve can be of any length, it can be in a...
	The solution is to consider the curve as an animated path and make a test locator to follow it. The animation path runs from frames 1 to 1000. The animation graph is set to Linear, so that ease in and ease out can be removed and a consistent speed of ...
	Number of equal divisions = Number of frames (1000)/ Number of user defined joints
	Number of divisions can also be considered as the frame number at which we need to obtain locator’s world space position and create a joint. This way we get equally spaced joints along the curve. The following code defines the same.
	3. Creating the tentacle Rig:
	This is the where the main functionality of the rig resides. This step is responsible for creation of a rig which has manual and dynamic control. The following diagram shows the basic logic of the Rig.
	Figure24: Main functionality chart of tentacle rig creation
	As it’s evident from the figure, the main curve controls the joint chain and manual curve and Dynamic curve needs to be connected to this curve as a blend shape. Here are the different functionalities we would expect from our code.
	 Create 3 duplicate curves
	 Create cluster on the manual curve
	 Create animation controls controlling these cluster
	 Apply nHair system on the dynamic curve which will yield two curves, dynamic curve and outcurve.
	 Connect manual curve to the dynamic curve with a value of one and lock it.
	 Connect manual and dynamic curve to the main curve
	 Form a system such that the sum of blend never goes above one.
	 Create a main animation curve which controls the whole rig and has the blend attribute.
	To create a dynamic curve Mel command needs to be invoked as Python does not have Muscle deformer command capability. One major disadvantage of using Mel function in this case is that it creates multiple nodes at once. These nodes comprise of follicle...
	One more challenge is to create a system, such that the sum of manual and dynamic blend does not go above value of one. Maya provides us with a node called as the ‘Reverse’ node, which can be used as to maintain a total blend value of 1. The two blend...
	Figure25: Snapshot of using the reverse node
	CHAPTER VIII
	TOOL TESTING
	A. Jiggle functionality testing:
	Some possible tests for implementing jiggle can be:
	1. Test on different scenes and implement belly jiggle on two different biped characters.
	Jiggle test on Burt
	Jiggle test on Philippe
	Figure26: Belly Jiggle tests
	2. Test on a different body part like the chin where jiggle is possible.
	Figure27: Jiggle tests on face
	3. Test on a creature, in this case the neck.
	Figure28: Jiggle tests on a creature
	B. Tentacle functionality testing:
	Test with combinations of tentacle rigs in a scene needs to be performed. This test are very useful in determining common naming collisions and setup errors. The following chart is a result of various tests performed with the tentacle rig functionality.
	Figure29: Final tentacle rig tests
	Tentacles also needs to be tested with different elements in the scene.
	1. Individual tree control
	Suspended had a lot of trees in the environment, which meant that in most shots they would be visible and is expected to have some motion from the wind. One important thing to consider here was that each tree needed to be rigged individually to obtain...
	Figure30: Tentacle rig test on trees
	2. Tent Rope automation
	The tent had various ropes which needed to behave appropriately in the scene. It was influenced by the wind factors as well and hence needed to be rigged accordingly. Jiggle box was handy in rigging each rope fairly easily.
	Figure31: Tentacle rig test on tent ropes
	CHAPTER IX
	TOOL INSTALLATION:
	The tool package ‘JiggleBoxPCK’ comprises of two python files. ‘jBoxUI.py’ is the file which has the base class for creating the tool window and file ‘jiggleBox.py’ contains all the tool functionality. The package also contains an icon called ‘jBoxIco...
	1) Extract the package ‘JiggleBoxPCK’.
	2) Save python files 'jiggleBox.py' and 'jBoxUI.py' to Maya script directory.
	3) Save the 'jBoxIcon.png' to C:\Users\User\Documents\maya\2014-x64\prefs\icons
	4)  When using first time run the following commands in the 'Python Tab'.
	import jBoxUI
	import jiggleBox
	reload(jiggleBox)
	5) If it still does not work, then restart Maya.
	6) Make sure Maya Muscle plugin is activated
	7) When UI appears go to file menu in the UI and create a short cut icon on your 'custom' shelf
	CHAPTER X
	CONCLUSION
	Through the body of research, the benefits of secondary motion on characters and props to improve character personality were highlighted. The common use of such functionality was outlined via their regular use in the animation industry. ‘Jiggle Box’ c...
	The jiggle functionality of the tool was able to successfully implement controllable jiggle on different characters and different parts of body. The tool proved useful even in places like the loose neck skin of creatures and other props like jelly and...
	The tentacle functionality proved to be very useful and proved greatly efficient in creating movement similar to fishes, sea weed etc. It also worked on body parts like the tail, ear and hair. A lot of props were also rigged using this tool, ropes, te...
	The visual component of this film Suspended, is a combination of all this research. Jiggle has been used on Philippe’s belly and chin. Tentacle rig on the other hand has been used to rig the rope, tent wires and the trees. This overall gives a sense t...
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